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SJSU community reacts to O.J. verdict
Danthanh Huynh
Spartan Dail, Staff Writer

The verdict is out not guilty.
The trial is over, but tensions are
still alive and on fire as people
expressed their reactions to O.J.
Simpson’s acquittal of murdering
his wife, Nicole Brown, and her
friend, Ronald Goldman.
Legal analysts expected deliberation to last days or weeks, but
within four hours, the 12-person
)111\ found Simpson not guilts of
hist degree murder. Their ae split -

tal elided 15 mold h.
tele% heti
exposure to the ji isi ii system,
debate of las ial issues, questions
about the ( multi( ot the Los
Angeles Police Depot intent, and
insight into the handling of
blood and hair in laboratories.
At SJSU. discussions could be
heard throughout campus concerning the outcome of the trial.
Reactions rangtd limn feelings
of relief the ti ail is ot et to disappointment at the not -guilty verdict. Most people, however, were
not surprised the outcome sided
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Dawn Brady. an English major,
was also at the Pub Ali Is, ,,ugh she
said she had been isii, hint; the
trial since the
she
ti formed an mainsmissin
Simpson’s Mims en(e sa guilt.
She felt the it iii
could have
gone either is is but was glad to
see the trial come to an end.
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Dan Clay, an accmintilig major
agreed, "Yeah, there’s a lot of
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See Reaction, page 5

By Sarah Harvey
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Verdict seen
as a blow to
race relations
By Julie A. Galvan
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Race, page 6

Mae le Milehan, an athletic training major. felt the verdict was
"great."
1 never thought he was guilty,"
Mileh.ut said.
At the Student Union, Robert
Stark, a graduate student, said he
is not sot prised about the verdict’s des
It felt because of
Simpson s i debt its status and
iniage.
publis had a difficult
time pis iii iii ig Snnpson a mur-
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The trial is over, but some
people claim the verdict in the
"Trial of the Century" is another blow to race relations,
which may be nearing a boiling point after months ,,f stewing in heated, politicized
debates over racism in the
criminal justice system.
Chris Reed, executive editor
of The Daily Sundial at Cal
State Northridge, said after the
verdict was read Tuesday, the
predominantly white patrons
of the university’s pub sat in
silei is e.
While the scene in the
lounge, a racially diverse hang’
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Students crowded into the bottom floor of the Student Union Tuesday to hear the verdict in the O.J.Simpson murder case, a- :
stayed after the verdict was read to listen to commentary and interviews with Simpson’s family.
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They stood in a circle, holding candles. They were silent
at first, but then one person
spoke, then another, and
another.
In response to Tuesday’s verdict in the O.J. Simpson trial,
women and men gathered last
light in Plaza de Cesar Chavez
tit downtown San Jose to show
their support of victims of
domestic violence and share
their stories of outrage at a
jury that many said forgot the
victims.
"The purpose of this vigil is
lit remember Nicole and Ron,
and remember all of the people who have lost their lives
slue to domestic violence," said
Joyce Brent, executive director
of Next Door, a domestic violence agency in downtown San
Jose. "(The verdict) doesn’t
change the fact that women
die every day because of
domestic violence homicide."
Brent helped organize the
candlelight vigil with Paula
Gann, executive director of
Discover
Alternatives,
an
agents that manages a shelter
See Abuse, page 6

Inaugurations of the past
SJSU presidential induction ceremonies
have a rich and colorful history
By Leslie Farmer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The inauguration of SJSU’s first
female president, in 1979, was an
extravaganza with an Elizabethan
flavor. Costumed instrumentalists,
acrobats, magicians, and singers
enlivened Gail Fullerton’s inauguration.
The academic processional was
preceded by colorful banners carried by students from Thu Delta
Phi fraternity, the theater arts
department and the English
Vi, at Hats
department’s
Elizabethan Company.
The largest inauguration on
record was that of John T.
Wahlquist in 1952. Gov, Goodwin
Knight and Earl Warren, Chief
Justice of the United States attended.
"They had alumni front all different parts of the world walking
in the parade and representing
their particular schools," said
Douglas
of Special
Robert

Professor Annette McDonald.
who co-teaches Symbol, Ritual and
Performance with James Freeman.
said, "I think a sense of t itual is
very important in people’s lives.
The inauguration ceremoni is a
wonder ltd example of that: students don’t get to see this kind of
thing often. 1 think that particularly in a school like San Ju use.
where so many students commute
something like this
we need
that brings us together and makes
us feel like a family."
McDonald is the choreographer for the pair of flamenco dancers
the
will
accompany
who
in
performance
Choraliers’
Friday’s inauguration of Robert 1..
Caret, 23rd president of SJSU.
While the choral grump sings the
love song, "El Vito," the dancers
will provide a visual into pretation.
"I think that some people think
that ceremonies arc an im pot tai t
part of institutions," said criminal
See History, page 6
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Tedson a
senior Spanish
major with a
minor in Italian,
sits amidst the
many postcards
that she
collected on a
year-long
journey through
Spain. Italy, anC
Mexico.
She opted to
collect
postcards
’aughout her
-avels because
it was a
cheap
memento

SJSU senior Sonia Tedsen’s pictures
represent passion for communication
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Civilians allowed

CityVote primary

Brinks guard killed

Domestic violence

A peace dividend is being
realized in international
education as a foreign language
school previously reserved for
military, is open to the public.

Organizers say a nationwide
presidential preference poll for
voters in about 20 cities could
point the way out of Amenca’s
tangle of prunanes.

Police were looking early
Tuesday for a bank robber who
fatally shot an armored car guard
and disappeared with a bag of
money.

After 0 J Simpson was found
not guilty, women’s groups in
San Jose voiced concern over the
effect the tnal would have on
victims of domestic violence
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Like it or not, the O.J. Simpson
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Newsroom Voices

The Trial’ is over
it was the best of
IAT,.
/ times, it was the worst of
times. But, alas, now it’s
I
hi end of an era. I feel,
so
r, I mean, what am I
going to (.11k about? What am I
going to watch on TV? How am I
going to (unction in my day-to-day
life?
Now it’s not as if my best friend
is moving away, Then again, maybe
it is. What am I going to do without Johnny. Robert, F. Lee, Barry,
Alaii and Marcia? What is there on
TV besides them? Do you honestly
think that I can go back to regular
programming now?
What will it be like to once again
watch a program without being
suddenly interrupted b% soine juicy
tidbit from "The Trial" M \ attention span is shot. I can’t go for
more than 20 minutes without a
trial update. Now something new
is going to have to fill that gaping
hole in my soul.
Now, what can stand up to the
high standards of taste coverage of
’The Trial" set?
I guess I can start watching Hard
Copy, and if that doesn’t satisfy my
smut quotient of the day, there’s
always the Richard Bey show. But
nothing will compare to "The
True, for many days now I’ll see
a bunch of legal analysts talk about
the far-reaching implications of
"The Trial" forget about that
other meaningless trial about that
terrorist guy. The real news is O.J.
And after the legal analysts are
through, the group of "experts"
will expand to anyone (or anything) even remotely connected to
"The Trial." I heard that the TV
tabloid Hard Copy once had a pet
psychologist interview Nicole’s

now what?

.1
Maybe I’ll get to sees followup interview on how the dog felt
about the verdict
Or maybe a plant psychologist
can interview one of the trees on
the Brentwood property. Or some
psychics can come in and say what
really happened. The possibilities
are endless.
I don’t know why I should feel
melancholy. There area many
more court drama possibilities to
Come.
The Goldmans and the Browns
may file a civil suit. And there is
always the custody battle.
So why should I care what’s at
the core of this case? What difference should it make that two people were brutally stabbed? Who
cares that there are two children
with a dead mother and a father
accused of her murder?
I should care because more than
thumbs should set me apart from
my dog. I should care because
after all the hype, after all the revenue from the "Free O. J."
shirts has been counted,
the lives of all those
directly
involved
with the case have
been irrevocably
changed.
But the case has
further implications than that
It addressed
many social
issues
that
society likes to
sweep under
the rug and
pretend don’t
happen. This
case forced
to
people
address that

The case was
reduced to a circus
to provide

amusement for
the bored and idle.
spousal abuse does happen and
that police can be racist and are
perfectly capable of tampering
with evidence to produce the
desired outcome.
Of course, the case wasn’t covered like that. Who really thinks of
the case in these terms?
The case was reduced to a circus
to provide amusement for the
bored and the idle. People became
desensitized to what really happened.
So turn on the interview with
Nicole’s dog. Go by 0. J.’s house
and gape. Forget about all of the
aspects of the case that might
actually provoke some intelligent
thought.
Everyone else has.

has the Simpson trial drawn so much
WIN
attention to itself is a question many people
will debate as the "Trial of the Century" has
come to a suspenseful end.
The Simpson trial embodied many issues that are
on the forefront of America’s social agenda today.
1k-sides the race issue, other issues raised during the
trial were domestic abuse, abuse of authority by the
I APD, flaws in the judicial system, economic classicism, and the limits of media coverage.
The fateful 911 call and pictures of a battered
Nicole Simpson that closed the trial was a painful
r eminder of the long history of domestic violence that
ruined the Simpsons’ marriage. The case centered
around the stormy relationship and the many times
police had to be called to Simpson’s residence.
The question of whether having a history of domes
tic violence as a precursor to murder was key in the
prosecution’s argument. Despite it being disallowed
in court, the closing statement by prosecuting attorney Marsha Clark tried to leave an impression in the
jury’s mind that this was the case.
More importantly, domestic violence became a hot
issue in American society and many support groups
for battered women proclaimed their plight. The trial
caused Americans to take a look at domestic violence
by showing the bloodied and bruised body of Nicole
Simpson, and possibly shocking or even stopping
some man or woman from tolerating it longer.
would have been convictThe trial also brought to light abuse of power by and that a "average" person
the Los Angeles Police Department. The Mark ed.One final issue that the Simpson trial embodied
Fuhrman tapes exposed an important segment of
one of racism. Johnnie Cochran said, ’Race plays
society, one that holds enough power burn down was
part in everything in America," in his post trial press
neighborhoods and one they wielded without con- aconference.
science. The long-time suspicion of racial injustice
It was evident in the many polls taken over the
against blacks and minorities by the LAPD was course
of the trial where a majority of whites found
described in detail by the prosecution’s star witness.
guilty in comparison to a smaller percentage
Although it wasn t as graphic as the Rodney King Simpson
him guilty.
videotapes, Fuhrman’s audio tapes gave a chilling of blacks who found
"It was clear to me and other members of the proslook into a diabolical world of social oppression and ecution
that this was an emotional trial and apparentracial cruelty.
their decision was based on emotion, that overcame
The entire trial was likened to a circus. People were ly
reason," said District Attorney Gil Garcetti after
fed up by courtroom antics at the exorbitant cost to the
trial. This showed that he did not have confidence
the taxpayer. People saw how slow and drawn out a thethe
reasoning abilities of the predominantly black
in
court case can be. Through the media’s day to day vig- jury.
-type of blacks and minorities.
A long time stereo
ilance of coverage, American society became aware, to
Despite all of the theatrics, surprises, complicathe chagrin of the judicial system, of how complex tions,
allegations and ethical problems the "Tnal of
and confounding the system of justice in America has
the Century" posed to the American public, the OJ
become.
trial allowed us to focus on key issues of the
The fact that Simpson was a millionaire also typi- Simpson
and discuss it with fellow students, co-workers
fied the degree of economical classicism that occurs timefriends.
in American society. The tendency of the rich person and anything at all, the OJ trial made the American
If
who could afford the "Dream Team," to escape conpublic discuss these important issues. The media put
viction was again demonstrated by the trial.
on the forefront of the American agenda and
This gave American society the frightful look into them the
world was watching Americans were reflectthe unfairness of economic classism, that the justice while
affected them.
system seems to be at the mercy of economic power, ing on how these issues

People were fed up by
courtroom antics and the
exorbitant cost to the
taxpayer. People saw
how slow and drawn out
a court case can be.
Through the media’s day
to day vigilance of coverage, American society
became aware...

Kamilati A. Boone is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer
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Newsroom Voices

Nothing to be angry about in O.J. decision
I enthal James Simpson is innocent, or at least
lie’s not guilty, and I’m trying my best to
.iccept it.
It 1111t easy. The natural inclination is to say "Ha . . .
look what money can do. Look how justice is bought
and sold."
Simpson and his NBC and Hertz Rent-a-Car money
bought a defense team of unparalleled reputation at
unparalleled cost. It would be disappoinung to conclude that you can buy your way out of murder.
But I just can’t get angry. Stunned, yes. Surprised,
yes. Mad, no.
On these counts, I find myself not angry.
Maybe it is frustrating that the Los Angeles Police
Department bungled a case that seems so obvious.
There was such overwhelming evidence that Simpson
could have murdered his ex-wife and her friend that
even U.P.D. could have put him away. Bloody socks,
bloody Bronco, bloody hell. Who did they send out
on this case, sheriff Rosco P. Coltrane?
I suppose if anyone deserves a little venom, it is the
always-loved Los Angeles Police Department. The
same fine fellows that brought you the Rodney King
beating look like they have managed to carve another
little niche in history for themselves. Gathering crime
evidence has to be a science, now that DNA is more
valuable than a smoking gun or a bloody knife.
Unfortunately, the investigators in the Simpson case
were had scientists.
I can’t even be angry with the prosecutors, though I
really wish Marcia Clark would get some sleep -- the
, arta% emus look is just not in this year. They didn’t
r (AIN How the case. I’m sure they would have loved to
keep grand wizard Mark Fuhrman from interfering
\,.ii 11 the prosecution but the defense needed that ace
tot) had. Even without the 200,000 instances when
Fuhrman used the not so nifty nor nice "N" word, the
IAPD was just too rotten to conceal. The evidence
was just not strong enough.
That is where the mistakes were made, not in the
jury’s final decision. It is impossible for a jury to make
a mistake in a fair trial. This was not a mistrial.
Nothing legal established it as such. Therefore it was
fair. In justice, there is one or the other. It is an
absolute creature.
And it should be. The trial process and all of its
frustrating minutiae were played out here to its
fullest, sometimes stretched to warped dimensions by the intense ’bile magnification.
.hrough its revolutions.
The machine
The sides made t. .r cases. The jury made its
choice. Justice was served.
If you don’t believe this, you are ignoring
the whole point of the legal system. No matter
how painful the process of public trial is,
there are hoops that must be jumped

0

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep up with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becominea
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

Gathering crime evidence has
to be a science now that DNA
is more valuable than a
smoking gun or a bloody knife.
Unfortunately, the investigators
in the Simpson case
were bad scientists.

The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
Campus
the
Editor
or
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
and
Mass
Journalism
Communications, San Jose
University,
One
State
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

through, mazes of logic that must be transwrsed. The
evidence against Simpson could not pass the ultimate
test. It was too weak to finish the big race.
So it is certain that the people have been adequately represented. Everything proper has been done.
There is nothing left to say.
Simpson went home yesterday, ending one strange,
sad journey, and more than likely, beginning an even
stranger, and sadder one. He is a freeman, God help
him.
Outside the courthouse, there was an atmosphere
of jubilation after the verdict was read. Those who
made themselves heard, those who cared, were
pleased. This, after all the machinations of the system,
is all that can be asked of the legal process. If it satisfies the people, justice has been served.
Today, Los Angeles is smiling while the families of
Nicole Brown and Ronald Goldman weep.
Two people are dead and gone forever,
and they will most likely never get the
justice they deserve. But it is wrong to
be angry at a man who passed the
fairest and most legal test we as a people can create.
Simpson, in the eyes of the law, is as
innocent as you and me.
Justin Carder is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to be published.
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Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly Meeting 14 p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-7910.

GUIDE

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass 12:05 p.m. 195 E. San
Fernando St. John XXIII
Center. Call 9314-161(1.

ISU:ss Weekly Calendar
Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Ongoing Book Sale -Donations
Welcome 10 a.m.- 2
Wahlquist labiat% and Clark
Libra.ry Lobby. ( all 924-2705.

TODAY
Aikido Club
Meeting 31.m.-5 p.m.
Spartan ( :trini)ies West
Kin. 202 ( :all ’259-6816.
American
Society
of
Mechanical Engineers
Genet al Meeting 12:30p.m.1:30p.m. Engineering Bldg.
Rm. 333. Call 224-34)42.
Associated Students Program
Board
NCMrn Concert 4-Banger
Student Union Ampitheater
Call 924-6264).
Bridwer-Lytton English Society
Meeting 12:30 p.m.
Fat ultv Offices, Rm. 104
Call 436-7471.
Career Center
Andersen
Consulting
Employer Presentation
12:30-2 p.m. Student Union,
Almaden Kin. Call 924-6033.
Catholic Campus Mullen"?
Discussion on The Bible
7:30 p.m. 195 E. San Fernando
St. Call 938-1610.

Okinawan Shorin Ryu Karate
Club
Workout 1:30p.m.-3 p.m.
Spartan Complex West, Rm.
202. Call 924,4977.
Re-Entry Advisory Program
Brown Bag Lunt. Ii: Transitions
and Careers N(11411-1:30 p.m.
Student Union, Pat lieco Rm.
Call 924-5950.
SJSU University Theater
New Directors Showcase 1
p.m., What Are Thesday’s
Like? Hugh Gillis Hall, Hal
Todd Theater Call 924-1555.
Sikh Student Association
General Meeting 12:30 p.m.
Student rnion, Mt intalvo Rm.
Call 270-9331.
School of Art & Design
Student Galleries Art Slit ws 10
a.m.-4 p.m. Art Bldg. &
Industrial Studies Bldg.
Call 924-4330

Dept. of Recreation and
Leisure Studies
College Daze Ilatti.-12noon
The Art Quad. Call 725-2631.
KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Allairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noonlp III., This and That 5p.m.Opan-Radio Attlan Public
Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m. Call
955-4831.
Liberal Studies Society
Meeting with Dr. Sapien from
the Credential Office 3p.m.Student
Union,
5p.m.
Guadalupe Kit I ( :,11l 29744944.

THURSDAY

Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Worship by Gary Yamada 7:30
Union,
Student
p.m.
Costanoan Rm. Call 286.6427.
B.S.U.
Weekly Meeting
Business Classrooms. Rm. 115
Call 924-6229.

Career Center
Clorox
The
Company
Employer Presen tan’ in
12:30-2 p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe Rm. Call 924-6033.
Career Center
Co-op Orientation 5:30 p.m.
Student Ilnion. Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.
Career Center
On -Campus
Interview
Orientation 2:30 p.m.
Student Unio.n, Almaden kill.
Call 92441033

Student
Relations
Public
Society of America (PFLSSA)
Meeting 430 p.m.
Dwight Bente! Ilall , Rm. 213
226-21453.

Career Center
Teaching in London 3:30 p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan
Rm. Call 924-6033.

San Jose State University
Interdisciplinary
Student 4;.ti den Projet I
Harvest Festival 1030 a.m.-4
p.m. Garden Projec I Area
Call 297-0771 .

College Republicans
Meeting 4 p.m. Student
Union, Council Chambers
Call W7-3980,
GALA
Coffee Talk 3:30-5 pan.
Student Unit in, Guadalupe
Rm. Call 261-9880.
Golden Key National Honor
Society
In I inflation Tables 9 a.m.-4
p.m. In front of tire Student
Union Call 292-2779

Society of Manufacturing
Engineers (SME)
Meeting 3:30 p.m. Industrial
Studies Bldg. Rm. 123 Call
(510) 471-365B.

Korean Campus Crusade for
Christ
(actin) Bible Study 5:30 p.m.
Business ( :lassrooms rm. 209
Call 924-7933.

Spartan Christian Fellowship
Meeting,
N (sin
Student
:Mon. Almaden Rm.
Call 354-7117.
Fntries will not he published unlens
a speci iw date. tinie and 4i1n e iit
event is given.
Spa: ta 11/1111

!It

0 iliuibni.I 1111h,

if 441s.
Deadline is 5pcn two days before
publication. Forna. ay-41141dr it Intl
209. Entries may be <Alai.’ ti
..pace nistric Innis

CityVote could become the primary of the future
iidi

I
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uuTl’iliui.lI high’ in ii iniat us. Hill
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s,ii 1., 1 11 et1
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wilt ’Sin. 7 lin Al elt.4C114/11, 111 I lles
Ill
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iui,ltu
R1.114,1(1,
howei yr, the Rev, Jesse
orse
ii ksi in is the only one to
ept and agree to take part
the
in Me planned television fiirtIMS.
411(I jai ksoll hasn’t declat et! his
,111.1141.1.
idife said he was
I .P1111
Itiuss SNIIII 111, 1. pi 1k tour and wouldn’t take pail. Sen. [lob Dole and
.is have also ruled
othet
II

1110,

I iiiiiildn’t take this as the last
hr TI S411. 1141114 or any of the
liii s." said \w ail. He ran as a
I, ing -.hot 11111111 1,1111’ presidential
ill 1992, and won
II intew lei
ttit lot %einem for a study of the
"

I think if City Vote is
successful, it will raise a
new question of a national
primary ... rather than in
the haphazard method we
have now.
Larry Agran
Irvine mayor

IV
City 4,ne idea twin the Natiorial
Cannetence i,l Mai, its.
Von 551111 essful.
"I think if (
it will tais)’ 1 lull. 11141 T141.4111011 111 .1
.,I 1141national in i111.11 ill .1 st’l
(1,111s SI1 111 11114,1 I t141i lit ii
Him l’s. 1,1111(1 111.111 flu’ ILiplia.taril
niethod we ILive n is. 4141 in told
the IA:. Angeles Tillie. in MI article
411 Ili
"It %oinld lead to mote likely a
SNSIC111,
1111C -St Ill
,111.1)(14:1111,
111S14411(1 III 1111’ 14111111 (11s111.,1)1,1
impat t given loita anti New
lliinipshite.- he said.

Armored guard killed in robbery

1)11,1111 ss111.111 seeking the
Iii ItT III 1,1111 inn.
The $500,000 ( :iti’mill’ hut Iget 15
bai ket.1 liv sever,i1 Inhale 1111111:1.1,
Innis l’cusittctit-e rim, lin Ititic
T114 NMI, 41 i/,: PAS:0111.E Calif.:
1%) ,uili itt I u ii. I .14111 11 41411e :111(1
’,4141,t .1s. 111.1 . 1:11511,11 .11111 I,, .V11.11,
\ h 1111C.11
FiRent%
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p"lice
41 1 1 1
i .
IT I’ 11., , .
p.1 1 114S(1,1V for a
.s I latallv shot All
bank
1111111’ ii i II guard and
h,tg, III mono’.
NN-ith
Lat is
lb inks guartl.
1 he
11.4,
tS.1S II i.u,liitg trionei
Es11111,144.1,
into the minuted car at a

Westarnerica Bank around 3:2,,
MIffiday when he was shot in
the head, In ilice Lt. Al Lehman
said.
Officers who arrived a few Set .11111s later found the guard lying
alongside the truck. They said the
money was gone.
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FREE ADMISSION - FREE SEMINAR
STUDENTS AND RECENT GRADS:
Make Important JOB Connections
At The
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JOBSAMERICA
CAREER FAIR
Tuesday, October 10TH
SANTA CLARA
CONVENTION CENTER

SAWA CLARA COMMON (INTER

Tasman & Great America

Military school
allows civilians
peace
\ IN I I. REY 1 4P) -diodend is hying teali/ed in interfoieign
national Mutation as a
pre\ iously
s( !tool
language
test I ed tot members of the
flull iS begins opening seats
Ii itnd
to it ili.iuu’.
I lie I )(dense language Institute
monteley, which
S 11111’11,1Sr 1 "III sus 111 24 lan141114.5. 11114111 .111 cining
.111, ills int \lint:I.:Y. CiVilianS
I. he admitted over two years
,.11 .1
114’ 1114nr was Jir unlined by the
,ilt1 of the ( arid War, said
hen.), !Mil Rep. Sam Fair Of
.11I11, I
-1 int ing the Cold M:at buildup,
lii, uiuti usu till nue t ;mat its 14115 for
said.
sl I It’111%,"
he
1.01111
\ulituisstu ms (111"1)1"1 t" half Olaf
number last sem, pm alleling
IIIt up in demand for rind service
members with foreign language
skills. Ile said.
air, who authored the legislaillment,
tion allowing c
hopes that filling seats will help
SC(
e nlu.illhS of instructors who
might be needed in the t)vent of a
war

Don Fowler. head of the
Deinol I;Itic N.1111111,11
recenti% ts11111 111,14.111S ilSking I11.11
President IMoon be Liken lid the
%lost
hallot.
cities
(its 4’ It,
(let-lined to go alimg.
In St Paid. tot exanitile. the t iv
C.411.111( II 1,111411 to go ;them! %skit the
lIT 114111.11 lt,uil,ut I lIulu’I’Pli "I’Wh
int
Hsi abi int il.cirs
Dewitt tat, R(1,111111, in and independent.
NeYY.tik Lit
isitin
YAW chit :hill III Iii1,ils.
Ilit 1 1111r, 1411.P11411. XVI ,I si11111.11
111,1/1114. took Raltintole 11111 411 III(’

met her ItAliitilrelatiyes She spent
three months with them prior to
her uip to Spain.
1 was 21 when I first met my
Italian relatives," she said. 1
thought it WAS going to be a bunch
of old distant relatives, but it WAS
like we knew each other forever."
Because she had lived for three
/nun ill sin ti,t CII/Se Wilily unit,
IT was difficult tot ledsen to adapt
to living in Spam Stilt e she had
flown to go by lieu self rather than
thoitigh a program, she was
unprepared for certain aspects of
Spanish culture, and suffered from
culture shock.
1 was depressed for a long
time," said Tedsen of her early living experience in Spain. 1 kept
saying ’I’m going to have a good
attitude,’ but little things would
happen that would irritate me.
But whether it was a good or
had day. no matter what, I was
learning," she said. ’Abu really do
learn something
every day, but
when you’re in a
foreign country,
you’re learning
10 new things
rCt
(I:1%. And
that’s thrilling to
me. I just love it."
When asked if
she has changed
at all since living
in another country, Tedsen just
and
shrugged
said not really.
But her mother,
Ethel, sees things
Sonia Tedsen differently.
1 think it was
World traveler
incredible," she
said. "She’s more
now.
confident
She’s not afraid to
Mak( 1111,1.1),, - and you have to
be In at
eight to make mistakes
ill Mile! TI,14,1111
"4 1 .1% mg ahi oad) released a lot
of potential in Sonia. She was
motiated, and one reason she
stink with it was because she had
pill su I much of herself into it." she
said.
But Sonia did change. She said
she undet +1,1:1(1% the people in the
countries she lived ill better than
she did bet, a
"I can say n glut now mat I
understand lu its. (people in) parts
cif Mexico think, and Italy and
Spain as %sell. Bin I di inn think I
She said.
ci old eSel. 1111:111 \
1.11(11
111.11 it’s still an
to
understand
hiittg
II!’ . :.

When I first got to
Mexico, I thought!
would be living in a hut
with a dirt floor. That
was my ignorance. I
mean, I’d never been
there, so how could I
know?

San Jose State Inter Faith
Council
Inter Faith Inhamation Fair
9 a.m.-4 p.m. Student Union
Call 938-1610.
San Jose State University
Theater
Play, The Modern Ladies of
(:tianaliacoa I p.m. Hugh
Gillis Hall, Hal Todd Theatre
all 924-4555.

i.e Cercle Francais (The
French Club)
Free Him, La Femme Nikita
7 p.m. Sweeney Hall, Rm. 100.
Call 283-0753.

From page 1
sl gt.1 11. \I1’,40, I
’), It I
lie living in a hut
thought I is.
with a dit t nit." she said with an
embarrassed smile. "That was my
t I Ilic.411, Id never been
ignuti
thew, so how IIIail I km iw?"
She ended up living with a
banker and font of his in children. That exper tent t made
Tedsen teali/e lutiw litili She knew
about other cultures and inside
her grew a dins! fin understanding 41)41111101er pitIAS of the world.
"It really inspired me," she said
alit nit her trip. 1 learned a lot really quickly."
But in order to understand people in other countries, she first
had to roaster their languages. In
high school she had taken four
years of French, and was Inistrated
AI her inability to master it
herefore, she was pleasantk
lit used at how easy it was fin het to
«inquer Spanish.
"Filial going
to Mexico, I real lied that to (idly
understand and
speak
a
language. situ really
tired to be
IllilitI led In ii."
This was part
if die reason she
decided to travel
I o Spain, She
%nem the 1994119,
holt, Year
living it \huh it
Iltwieiet. instead
iii ill lung 11 likl
1111144 1/11141 14441ilti
111V
through an I agastud%
nitr(1
abioad program,
she went on her
I wn.
"’There was something really
exciting abfmt the idea of being
on nu. own," Teclsen said. "It was
kind (if a claim to independen(e.
or in
"I’ve always lived at but
the dorms," she said. "The idea of
not just being on my own, but
(being) III a It talb ft :reign %multi%
where I didn’t know how the People tie :light (was exciting).
"I like that sense of discovery,
Imt itin is lieu you’re ;thr: tad
nullialS1.1atiV diS( (Acting
pri /pie
Iics
nlirtu Still hi ing," she said.
Even yr !tali, is here Trawl) lived
1»ilit i, ilt Hillis 11(1111I she went
to span,. iht Ir ls,t Ilit "Act% MI

&

Meteorology Seminar Series
Estimating Global. Monthly,
Mean Vertical Cloud Amount:
and
Results
Method
12N1p.m.-1:30 p.m. Duncan
924-5200.
615
(:111
Hall, Rm.

Circle K. International
Weekly Meeting 5:45 p.m.
Student t !Mon, 2nd floor
Call 866444)77.

Postcards

KSJS 90.5
Publi4 Affairs Prognutiming
Radio Drama Hour Noon-1
p.m.. This & That 5-6 p.m.,
Radio Aztlan Public
Affairs 7-7:34) p.m.
Call 9554831.
The Listening Hour
SJSU
Com ei t
Choir
( horaliers 12:30-1:15 p.m.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall
Call 9244631.

3

Your
Career...

Lots of FREE PARKING
FREE ADMISSION
I lam-2pm and 4pm-7pm

ilC

.I

FREE

Career Guidance
Programs &
Workshops.
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:* Fnd out what steps you need to take to
plan your career
Discover what options you have

October ’95 is

Career Awareness Month

Pick up your Schedule of Events at the Career Center in BC-13 or call 924-6033
os ’at
sq. se.
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:* Hear Alumni discuss their professions

:* Learn what services and resources are
available to assist you.
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Lunchtime
presentations on
career options.
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LEFT Setter Melizza Benitez is 188 assists
away from breaking the SJSU all-time assists
record of 2,692.
BELOW: Benitez returns the ball during the
Nevada game Saturday.

Setting high standards
Melizza Benitez
is closing in
on the all-time
assist record

4dventure’s
Sign up today
Classes Offered

Sign Up date’s

Rafting
Oct. 2
Survival
Oct. 2
Shopping Safari
Oct. 2 Karate
Oct. 2 Women’s Self Defense Oct. 2 Home Brewing
Oct. 2 k Climbing
Oct. 2 Oct. 2 -

5
10
6
6
6
10
20
27

By Kristina Allen
Varian Daily Staff Writer

With her sights set on breaking a
school record, senior Melizza
Benitez stands out among a team
of giants.

Cost
$ 59 - 84.00
$ 55 - 60.00
$ 25.00
S 25 - 30.00
$ 25 - 30.00
$ 25 - 30.00
$ 30 - 35.00
$ 27 - 32.00

Paris
Athens
Tokyo
Costa Rica
Wash. DC
way

Sign Up

in the
Associated Students Business Office
which is located in the Student Union
associated students

$235*
$366*
$265*
$249*
$180*

394 University Ave., Suite 200
odio Alto, CA 94301

II

Cl,left In

408-295-8886

1CP till

Eu RAILPASSES

92.)2t.62,00

ISSUED ON-TF1E-sP,,_)T!

activities tor students
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Pill
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DELTA CHAPTER
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aleSS,CI.Ont .100,Y inn taxes not

Council Travel
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Benitez, setter for the SJSU setter sets the ball correctly for the
women’s volleyball team, may only hitter to make a winning shot.
be 5-foot-7 on a team with memHead coach Craig Choate feels
bers measuring six foot and over, that Benitez is a solid player who
but that has not hindered her in should have no trouble breaking
approaching the university’s all- the record.
time assist record in her final sea"(Benitez)
has
improved
immensely since I started coaching
son on the team.
"(Breaking the record) was one the team," Choate said. "I didn t
of my goals at the beginning of the think she’d have a future."
year but I haven’t really thought
Benitez, 21, has been playing
about it since then," Benitez said. volleyball for eight years. Following
"I am pretty small but setters are in her older sister’s footsteps, she
usually the smallest on the team."
joined her junior high school team
The record is currently held by in Orange County. In her high
Teri DeBusk, a 1985 SJSU All- school career she lettered in three
American, with 2,692 assists.
sports: volleyball, basketball and
After the game against Nevada track.
Saturday, Benitez’ career total
This is Benitez’ fourth season on
assists are 2,504, only 188 away the SJSU team and her second seafrom tying the record.
son as starting setter. Benitez
Assists in volleyball are when the attends SJSU on a full scholarship

The brothers of IlAci) San Jose State wish to
extend their
congratulations to the women of !OH and KActo
and the
gentlemen of MLIE on a successful rush.
Thaia
las.% 411211041

for volleyball, her major area of
study is in speech pal holoo and
audiology with a bttsiiiis. minor.
When it comes to pl.n ing volleyball Benitez is business as usual.
"I’ve never associated volleyball
with fun," Benitez said. "Fun for
me is going out or spending time
away from school and volleyball."
This may explain why her future
plans do not include volleyball.
"I won’t play anymore after I
graduate from SJSU," Benitez said.
I would like to go to grad school
and study more on my major."
Benitez has the support of her
family and boyfriend of four years.
Steve, in everything she attempts.
"My mom comes up from
Southern California for every
game she can," Benitez said. "She
is very excited and into it this year,
maybe because it is my last year."
For her entire volleyball career
Benitez has been virtually injury
free; her most serious injury has
been a sprained ankle.
"The most important thing for a
setter to know is how to set a
hitable ball and to know which
players on your team can put the
ball away," Benitez said.
With 631 assists this season it is
clear that Benitez knows her job.
The volleyball team has 18 regular season games left and will face
second-ranked Hawaii today. This
gives Benitez plent% if ( fiances to
match or surpass SiSt ’1 record.
"If I beat the re( ot d at least they
won’t completeh forget about me
when I leave," Bettitez said.
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Reaction
From page 1
derer.
To overcome his being a
celebrity was instrumental for the
prosecution. The image of 0.J.
Simpson, in our minds it’s virtually
impossible to picture 0.J. Simpson
doing a horrible thing," Stark said.
From the evidence, Stark personally believes that 0J. Simpson
is guilty. He said he is not sure
what will happen now that the trial
is over, but from watching the trial,
he learned: "I think I learned that
money will buy you an excellent
defense. I think justice is suppose
to be blind, but it wasn’t in this
case."
At the International Food
Bazaar’s Black Student Union
booth, Johnathan Wilson, an
English major, said he was "ecstatic" about Simpson’s acquittal.
"It’s about time a black man got
a break in this country," Wilson
said. "I have no doubt he’s guilty. I
think he’s guilty as hell, but it’s
about time a black man got a
break."
Wilson believed the trial was
very much a rati:d issue, but

Jerome Martin, BSU’s political
action coordinator said, "Race is
tied to everything. I knew it was
going to result in a not -guilty verdict. We’re never going to know
100 percent who did it, but I really
want to know the whole story."
In his 30 years of teaching c riminal justice, Jack Kuykendall,
administration ofjustice professor,
was angry over the not-guilty verdict. Kuykendall believes racial
issues and celebrity status played
major roles in Simpson’s acquittal.
"Justice was absolutely not
served. Evidence of his guilt was
overwhelming. They (the jurors)
handled the evidence improperly
and failed their civic duty.
In the future, Kuykendall
believes the trial will result in a
"political fallout."
"Issues of affirmative action will
be discussed. The republicans
might toughen crime laws. The
jury system will be severely criticized. The victims were not considered. They (the jurors) only took a
few hours to consider the evidence."
James Brent, an assistant profes-

Ai
Coverage outside the courtroom was irresponsible.
But those are ethical questions that the field of
journalism needs to deal with.
Diana Stover
SJSU journalism professor

IP
sor of political st
e, said he and
his law and society class have been
watching the trial closely since the
beginning. Although his side (he
was for the prosecution) lost, he
said he still looks at the justice system positively.
"I don’t have a cynical view on
this (Simpson’s trial) at all. Even
though my side lost, I have
increased confidence in the justice
system," Brent said.
Brent believes Simpson is guilty
beyond reasonable doubts, but his
acquittal is one of the rare cases in
which the defendant is set free.
"Criminals and defendants have
legal protection: being able to contest evidence, more research, more

ompelling

(toss

examination.

attorneys. Some criminals will use
some or none of them (legal protection). 0.J. Simpson was able to
purchase all the protection. He
achieved the atypical."
Brent also added that it was bendi( ial to the public that the
Simpson’s trial was televised,
because it gave them an opportunity to see how the justice system
operates.
David Grey, professor of journalism who teaches a class in media
law and ethics, agrees that the televised trial was educational to the
public, but he thought the whole
event was "obscene hysteria."
"I think there’s a lot of feelings it

(the televised decision)was a mistake. The trial did go longer
because it was televised. The attorneys and even judge Lance Ito
scented to be affected bs the televii
whether they were aware of it
wit. 1-here were sonic indication that they were playing to the
pithIn I think the prolslem is the
Hi’, for both sides, the judge,
iii zanily the media all made it
ertnewhat of a circus."
Grey said the positive outcome
of the trial being televised is that
now the public is educated and
aware of the judicial system, but at
the same time, they are more in a
position to question the jusMe system’s conduct.
"A lot of people are more disillusioned, have more !legalise feelings about the justice system. They
feel there’s need to be a change,"
he said.
However, Diana Stover, professor of journalism who also teaches
media law and ethics, said with all
the information available, the
more the public is in a better position to make a judgment about the
verdict.

Classz ted
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clan for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guararrtee implied. The
classified coltarn of the Spartan
Day consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

FOR RENT
STUDIO COTTAGE. 300 Sq. Ft
Private entrance, large yd, rustic.
good for 1 with not much fum. Si.
$475mo+$475 dep: shared utils.
Days: 7432677/ Eves: 726-3540.
2RM APARTMENT 6750/1110.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

WORD PROCESSING
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
& only ten minutes from campus
iCupertino/West San Jose area).
Term Papers, Thesis, Resumes,
Tape Transcription, etc.
APA. Turabian and MLA.
Days and evenings, seven days.
Suzanne 9961686.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters,
mini-micro cassette transcription.
etc. All formats. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Please leave message.

Tab’s Word Processing Service
Incredible student rates on
resumes and school papers.
Add color to your reports at a low
cost. Ask about our resume
and school paper programs!!
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. CALL TODAY (408) 937-7201.
Large 2 bdrm/2 be. Very clean.
Security type oidg. Laundry. Cable EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
available. Ample parking. Quiet Science & English papers/theses
with good neighbors. Walk or ride our specialty. Laser printing. Free
bike to school. Responsive spell check and storage. APA,
management. We take advance Turabian and other formats.
deposits. 5745-$795/month. Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Call 288-9157.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
SUMMER WIND
Cal Paul or Virginia 408251-0449.
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT HOMES IN NE AREA! HAYWARDFREMONTUMONCIFY
Wordprocessing & typing:
1,000 to 1.400 Sq. ft.
Academic /Bus. work accepted!!
W/D hook ups
ReportsThesesMLA/Turabian
Huge Clubhouse
EXPERT In APA format OM Eft)
Resident activities
WP 5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer- FAX
Minutes to campus
7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 pm.
2 Swimming pools
SUZANNE SCOTT
Courts
&
Tennis
Racquetball
510-441-0504 or 510-489-9794.
Basketball Courts
Rents from $825.00 monthl
408-279-2300

MASTER BORMNey noose $500/
mo. Quiet. ncosmoker. Srge/cade.
408-247-4607 or 415-424-6277.
Bascom/280/Moorpark. Bdr.
& Ba. in 2 bdr/2ba apt. N/S.
Al! amenities. Own phone.
$535+PGE. 297-8761.
TWO ROOMS IN LARGE house for
rent. E.S.1., $375+/mo. 10 min
from State. Responsible. 2237287.

FOR SALE
86 YAMAHA SCOOTER 125cc 10k
miles. Good wed. 2 seater. Hlmt incl.
Only $715. obo. Pang 2988889.
TWIN BEDS, TEAK BUFFETS 8
tables, upholstered couch &
chairs, mahogany shelving. No
reasoraile offer refused 2983282.

1

HOT-DOG STAND for Frat/Sororty
for sale. Use for special events or
parties/fundraisers. $3,500.
Call Scott 415-969-9833.

GUARANTEED
SCHOLARSHIPS& GRANTS
Urt mate Financial Opportunity
for College Students.
Everyone Qualifies.
Don’t wart! Call now!
UFO NETWORK
510.651-3773

COCHRELL’S Professional
Resumes. Member or PARW.
Reasonable rates. 356-6782.

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts.
Blg.0-Tires
2336 OCamino Real, Santa Clara.
Mon. Fri: 8 to 5:30. Sat: 9 tp 4. SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
college & grad students. Grades.
261-4430
SAT scores & age not alysegis a factor.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now Recorded message gives details
accepting students who wish to 408-629-4099, Arnancemait #176.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock,
Fusion. Funk, Reggae. or Folk. MAINTENANCE ASST. Basic
maintenance functions, painting,
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
plumbing, carpentry, etc. Apply at
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional 3rd level SAL Director’s Office.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. For more info: 924-6310.
Letters, reports, essays, statements articles, etc. For more GREAT PRE-MED EXPERIENCE
info please call Dave Bolick, Aide for 35 yr.old wheelchair user
510-601-9554. Emergencies 0.K in his pleasant PA cottage. Sat. &
VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Sun. 10pm-7am, or wkdays 7arn7pm. Some free study time.
$10/hr. 415-568.1225.

EMPLOYMENT

HEALTH & BEAUTY

MEN 8 WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing; tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest- Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 1.
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell . (408)379-3500.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
2477486.
50% DISCOUN11
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1995.
408-379-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 9600P

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Progarns
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drrvers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multkar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
SCHOLARSHIPS
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Oyer $6
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available, All
students are eligible regardless
SERVICES
of grates, inoome, or prent’s ,’cone.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any Let us help. Call Student Financial
subject. Why suffer and get poor Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
grades when help is just a call F60411.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with FREE MONEY FM Your Education!
research & writing. Tutorial also Apply for your share in millions of
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential. unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Convenient Peninsula location. Scholarship Resource Services.
Dissertation/thesis specialist. 408.261-8676.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken. CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900.000
Foreigners welcome! Call today grants available. No repayments.
for free phone consultation: ever. Qualify immediately. 1.800(418) 525.0805...ask for Daniel. 2432435.

RECEPTIONIST OPENINGS Job
sharing opportunity with a fast-paced
Quick Printer. Hours 8:00am..1:00pm
and 12:00pm-5:00pm. WO train on
Isotec phone system. Must have
pleasant, helpful telephone manner.
Fat rearne to 277+3131 a mil GatoiVri
2T70700.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Seneca Center is looking for a PT
Admin. Assistant for their Fremont
Site. Must be organized and
experienced. Must be proficient in
Microsoft Word and have strong
typing and editing skills. Will be
responsible for a variety of
challenging tasks. Resumes to:
Seneca Center, 2275 Arlington
Dr., San Leandro, CA 94578
Attn: TNA or fax 510-481-1605.
People of color strorgly encouraged
to apply.
P/T TUTORS NEEDED NOW to
prepare middie/high school students for college. Teach AVID
(Advancement Via Individual
Determination) methods; 4-12
hrs/wk: $6-$8/hr./ Openings at
schools in Santa Clara, Santa
Cruz. and Monterey counties. Call
Andrea Lichter, Santa Clara Co.
Office of Ed. @ 408/4536899.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites. TOP Pay!
Too many benefrts to list!
Dar, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T&P/T.
Cal ireappN persch Yen-Sun
406286-5880. 5550 Mendari Aire
been. San Cabs and Parancor,
behind the Cat aid Paty Store.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ASST.
P/T, 20 hours/week, flexible.
57-$8/hour. Require: 10 key.
computer data entry, filing good
personality. LeBoulanger Inc.
305 N. Mathilda Ave. Sunnyvale.
Phone: 408-774-9000 x 235.
8am-4pm. Mon. -Fri.

TEACHERS TEACHER AIDES
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
H.S. gal Clean Ofv1V. Wahine’s’) you
want with our cars. Call 9717557.
growth
999W. San Carlos St. San Jose.
Great advaccerrec
oppty. Good bene‘ - immed.
RECEPTIONIST
openings. ECE ape« preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
Part time afternoons (Mon.-Fn.)
408-867-4515.
Contact: Dr. Iris Bloomer
n & k Technology, Santa Clara
408982-1151.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP
National music Marketing/ManFull-time Of Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
agement company based in LA
seeks responsible, outgoing
FULL TRAINING
music/marketing intern in San lose,
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
sophomore or Mae in college. Know
Medical/Dental Insurance
your market well and be very into
new alternative music. Please call
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply. Mon. - Fri. 8am - 5pm.
213368-4738 fp mere info.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
P/T INSTRUCTOR for specialized
reading programs. Afternoon and Near 1018 San Tomas Expressway.
some early moms. 408.354-5225.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING (am up
to $2,000-6/month. World travel.
TEACHERS
positions. No
Campbell before & after school Seasonal &
program has AM & PM positions exp necessary. For info. call
available. We are looking for a 1-206634-0468 ext. C60411.
team player with 12 ECE units,
experience with schoo6age children PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
and knowledge of NAEYC Accred. Downtown SJ Law Firm has immeExcellent salary & benefits. Call diate opening for P-T receptionist
8am-12noon. M.F. Must speak
Laura 408-370-2143. EN.
some Spanish Need sornecomoutee,
phone & clerical exper erce Goon
TECHNICIAN
i ,interpersonal and circ
Part Time
skills. Please appiy
Contact: Dr. Ins Bloomer
n & k Technology, Santa Clara
96 N. 3rd St. 500. oetweer
9am-4pm M-F.
408982-0840.
$8./M. DELI SANDWICH MAKERS WANTED FEMALE(S) Tutor/Driver
wk
Tues.-Weds.Thurs.-Fri, Parttime. $8 oer
The Sourdough, 848 N. First St S.J.
CAI,
.
: C
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Ski
Students needed io the rnmediate SKI RESORTS HIRING
im rsr«g for many
area. fire-time/part-time openings. Resort- c
s winter. Up to
Call today 1-415.968-9933. positiosalary & benefits.
International Bartenders School. $2.000.
Cam l Vertical Employment Group:
1206634-0469 ext. 860411.
$45 DELIVERY DRIVERS $S$
Restaurant Food Service.
ADMIN. ASST. part-time Flex hrs.
Excellent part-time job.
Downtown firm seeks sharp &
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours. friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
Require own ca «good DMV +
San Jose orCupertino area. Call speed (45wpm). Must be detail
TAKEOUT TAXI 369.9400 after 5cm. oriented. Computer experience
helpful. Will train. 89.00 . 51200 to
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and start. Fax resume to 408.993-0759.
School Age Program. Energetic Attn: John.
individuals encouraged to apply.
FAST FUNDRAISER Teacher position ECE units
required. All majors accepted. Raise $500 in 5 days - Greeks,
Call Gardner Children’s Center. groups. diem. motivated individuals.
Fast. easy -No financial obligation.
998-1343.
1.800-862-1982 ext. 33.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small
up to 8120/week!
World Schools is hiring teachers
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old. for our school -age daycare proUniv. Students/Grads/Faculty grams. 6.12 units in ECE. Rec.
Contact California Cryobank Psych. Soc. or Ed req. Experience
415-324-1900, M.F, 8-50m. preferred. Most positions are
2 . 5:30 or 2:30 6. M.F. Short
WOULD YOU ENJOY WORKING morning shifts are also available.
with children while earning up to Call 379 3200 ext 21
$20.00/hour? If so Temple Beth
Sholom is looking for you! We BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
have an immediate opening for a part-time. am/pm shifts. Servirg
Religious School teacher. Please Downtown Sat tone Agra in refs,
call 578-0693 or fax resume to 22 West Saint John, San Jose
374-7928.

TRAVEL
FREE TRIPS 8 CASW
Find out how hundreds of students
are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America’s
#1 Spring Break Company! Sell
only 15 tops and travel free!
Choose Cancun. Bahamas.
Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 -80695-BREAK

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydNing! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7573.

TUTORING
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide the foundation to sail
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of course material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 374-5150.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only 857.00 per year.
Save 3096.60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-806655-3225.

DAILY CL4SSIRED - LOCAL RATES

NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
.FOR -

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Day
$5

Two
Days
$7

"I feel that the camera in this
courtroom served as a I unction,*
Stover said. "People could watch
the trial, to see the case develop. If
vou wau h every day, you HI Mid be
able to see how the criminal justice
system works in a major case.
Maybe the verdict will make more
sense to the people. If %ou got
pieces of it from the evening news,
I think a large number of people
might not be able to understand
the acquittal," she said.
Stover expresses fear that judges
in California and across the tiation
will no longer allow coverage of trials.
"Coverage outside the courtroom was irresponsible. But thoseare ethical questions that the field
of journalism needs to deal with,"
Stover said.

Ili( )ne: 92423277 MI FAX: 924-3282

JNSURANCE

SHARED HOUSING

Stover feels that camera in the
10111tit/41MS and media coverage of
the Ma are two separate issues.

3 lines
4 lines
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$8
5 linos
$7
$9
6 lines
$8
$10
$1 for edch additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
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$13
$14

Five Aarvess
Days
$13 taIo &Slate
$14
Were
$15
$16
Send check CY rrioney order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the fifth day, rate Increases by 1111 per day. San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 951924149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 ear

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid II No refunds On cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only

QUESTIONS? CALL (4OS) 1124.321?

Please check
one classification:
&errs Messages* _Sr
_Re
_Events*
_Announcements* _Sc..
_ilea’.
_Lost a^
_SIX:ins/Tr-- r’
Wanted*
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_Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED

FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
.
.
,

As
to co’--.
Ages 2 1
respor6
and exo«.
WWFr.: :

FREE AUDIO TAPE
!
406,264-7671,24r c

$14.00 / HOUR
EARN $500 OR MORE WEE LY
...ng enveiotr
.
g SASE to: Ccipers. Dept. 118. P.O
SUBSTITUTES FLEXIBLE HOURS. Denham Springs. LA 70727
253 8818.

substitute teachers for i.)
600 HOW-TO-BOOKS, REPORTS
preschool & school-age cai, or:
/ou cae recei«t & Se
programs. 6-12 units r ECE Rec,
: .t. text of ail 600 on
Psych. Soc. or Ed required. Exp. W .
CD ROM. Just $99.
preferred. This is a great position 1.-80.1.1 9229 Visa/MC/AmExP
for students. We can work around
your school schedule - even if
you are only available 1 or 2
Certain advertisements In
afternoons. Call 379-3200 err!. 21
these colunvie may refer the
reader to specific telephone
OPPORTUNITIES
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
RUSSIAN Businessman
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
408/924-1361 a 405/292-9240
should require complete
information before sending
NO FEAR!!! MULTI -MILLION
money for goods or services.
, sei
environmenta
In addition, readers should
. .1
-e-se
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
.
arra,
a
Sande Hoc --1*
orcoupons for discount
.J"
408-358 ’
vacations or merchandise.
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1 Hold off for
6 Hardware
purchase
11 MO hrS
14 Traveler Polo
15 Actress
Maureen 16 Impress greatly
17 Good-bye, in
Cannes
18 Part of a jacket
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20 Urge on
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24 Spread thickly
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Trial brings spousal abuse to light
By Leslie Farmer
Spartan Daily Sufi Writer

pHolA, RV FRANK CAVA

SPARTAN DAI I

Grant, 11, listens to his mother. Alicia, express her feelings about the verdict in the O.J. Simpson trial and
about domestic violence at Tuesday’s candlelight vigil at Plaza de Caesar Chavez. Another woman who
-ame used. listens.

In the hours after O.J. Simpson
was found not guilty of murder,
women’s groups around San Jose
voiced a mixture of pessimism and
hope about the effect the longrunning trial would have on victims (if domestic violence.
"I feel this case has made
women in particular more aware
of what domestic violence can do
in that respect it’s been good,"
said Joanie Thissen, a coordinator
for MSC’s Women’s Center. "I suspect that more women are asking
for help :Ind coming to shelters."
"We have to realize that as a
community we can’t ignore violence we have to go to the
phone and report battery when we
are aware that it’s going on.
"If there’s one thing the trial
brought to public attention, it’s
that anyone cats be a batterer
it’s not a low-income phenomenon. Simpson may or may not
have murdered his wife.
He
should have been thrown in jail for
beating his wife," she said.
"I’m afraid that whets women
hear of this verdict some of them
will he afraid that if they are bat-

tered and ask for help, no one will
believe them, no one will help
them," said center volunteer
(’orrie Cate.
"1 think that some good may
come out of the trial even so,
because it brought up the issue of
battery for discussion it brought
the topic out in the open. One of
the things that upset me most,
though, is that it took having a
celebrity involved to get the issue
discussed," she said.
Lui Gabriel of the Domestic
Violence Project, an organization
that deals with battering men, said,
"When this case came to light,
men in our program were very definitely affected by it, although each
had his own opinion as to
Simpson’s guilt or innocence."
She explained what he heard
while listening to a radio talk show,
"one woman actually called and
said that Nicole Simpson had
’asked for it’ I couldn’t believe
my ears," she said.
"My reaction was that I was completely shocked and taken aback at
the time I heard the verdict; in
fact, I cried," said Joyce Brent,

Abuse
From page 1
tot bat It1 td is Ulu en and children
called La Isla Pacifica (the peaceful island).
"We started receiving calls this
afternoon," Brent said. "Others in
the contntutiitvCiIIICd us and said,
’We have to do something.’"
"We feel it’s important that we
not let down our support of
women in domestic violence situations," Gann said. ’We want to let
them know we are still here, and
we support them."
The vigil was informal and
unstructured, and meant to be
that was. Brent said. It was
designed to allow survivors of
&mesh( y iolence, or anyone interested in showing support, the
chance to join together and talk
about the verdict.
Some women expressed disbelief and anger at the sy stem.
"1 was deeply cads), 1,, it at the

verdict today," said one woman
who wished to remain anonymous,
but heard about the vigil on television. "It’s deeply disturbing. I’m
concerned the jun did not take
their jobs seriously ... I’m sure he’s
guilty. I think the system was
abused."
"October is domestic violence
awareness month," said Josephine
DeLorenzo, a staff member at
Next Door. "and this guy gets away
with it?"
Other people said the verdict
was a reminder that much more
work has to be done to end domestic violence.
"I never saw so much coverage
of domestic violence until the 0.J.
trial," said Billi Anderson, a survivor of domestic violence. Now,
it’s up to people like us to keep
this going. The media will let the
subject drop, but we will always be
here to say, ’This has got to stop.’"

Frank Jewett, a member of the
board of directors at Next Door,
said the media play a role in the
perpettiath in of domestic violence.

ms-ti

oi

"IV"’
said.
he setidi""
milsage.themad e 5 Ineslion dollars last s Cal ill titig in jail.
Isn’t that sa&Jewett encouraged everyone at
the vigil to boycott movies, television shows, and music that he said
treated the subject of domestic vio
len( e indifferently.
"Shoys them how you feel," he
said "Hit them in their pocketbooks."
"Violence is handed down
through generations," said 18-yearold Nathaniel Pattee. "I was a victim of abuse, and I’m not happy at
what happened today. It’s got to
stop. We have to teach kids that it’s
wrong.
As a clock downtown struck 8
p.m., Brent suggested each person

executive director of the local
Child Abuse and Family Violence
Program. "In the past couple of
hours, however, I realized that (it)
was not a verdict on domestic violence, "
"I think that we must remember
Nicole and remember Ron," she
said. "We should remember all
people who have suffered and died
from domestic violence. As a community we have to recognize that
domestic violence homicides happen every day," she said.
Brent said that reported cases of
domestic violence have increased
nationwide in the past few years.
But the statistics do not show
whether this is due to more violence or to more people recognizing the problem and reporting it.
"My biggest concern is that battered women not feel that no one
will help them. They should know
that there is a place for them," she
said.
"As a society, we know that
whether Simpson was a murderer
or not, he was guilty of domestic
violence."

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FIRSTHAND!

in the circle make a promise to
continue supporting victims of
domestic violence.
One by one, promises were
made.
"We will always be there," Gann
told the group. "There will always
be help, and a place to go."
"I promise not to treat kids as I
was treated when I was growing
up," Pauee said.
"It’s got to stop somewhere,"
Anderson said, "and regardless of
how we feel about what happened
today, we :ire all here for the same
reason. We want the violence to
stop."

r

Japan Exchange and Teaching dET)
Program is sponsored by the Japanese
t.t,,,,,mment and seeks college graduates from
itt ’,van as
.-,alatrs to serve kg
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( anguage TEW ile.’
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ilug J a BA
\oplIcants must be
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not necessan, tor AL Ti. For further
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History
From page 1
prou,s,, Jack Kuykendall.
’(ople who value the ceremony
should take time off to celebrate
’L it’s important even. once in a
while that we have s( Mit’ ceremony
and ritual to Matk iniportant occasaid Lois
sions in our Ines
Helmbold. (lint it the social sciurage
en(
"I’d
department.
ence
people to writ their classes are dismissed."
The academic gowns that will he
worn by ITIlire than 400 rept esilltaties of ci >lieges and ’anvil sines
in the academic processi( in go
back to medieval tradition. The

gowns themsels es t es eal the
degree the wearer has earned;
hoods indicate the institution by
which the degree sits awarded and
in which sill >iv( t.
for instance,
A hood f
would have y (dye! in the color of
the major field, and a lining of
golden s ellow with two white
chevrons.
Some students. fated with the
possibility of being let lit ot classes to attend the ceieniony, had less
t idea‘, .ilsitit it,
than
tea K. impoverished
"II ciil’
student. \oO want to get every day
y1111 !Ms tot." said Rafael Madrigal.
I his wittpamon. Mat ta Mendoea

said, "I’m against it. I have a quiz
Friday and I don’t want it postponed until N1( inday."
"I didn’t km iw they were having
one," said Raul Diaz.
A student who gave his name
only as "Tom" said, "It’s crap. No,
actually it’s pretty good. Honestly.
it’s not good the school has cut
the number of classes already, and
if a class is canceled, we may get
behind. I think it’s a waste of students’ money."
Student Thing Ho said, "If my
class is canceled I’ll stay home
only have one and it’s at 7:30 in
the morning."

of justice prolesst ti. said those who
think O.J. Simpson will not be
punished are
"He didn’t ’list ssalk out of that
courtroom.- he said. "He’ll be
tainted Its this hut the test of his
life. A lot (if people believe he
committed this IiHue.Rucker said. "We allowed so

many divisive, racial and emotional
issues to cloud the fact that blood
was shed. Race is something we
should deal with, but not in this
case. Police, society and racism
were on trial, not 0J. Simpson."
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Race
From page 1
Student Union, was
one of is is celebration.
"We’re still healing, three years
after die Rodney King incident,"
said Reed of the students at the
university, located about 20 miles
northwest ()I Los Angeles. "Racial
tensions are running high, and a
lot of people are still divided along
racial lines."
Reed said the racially diverse
campus population is a microcosm
of the rest of the nation. "We’ve
learned we still have quite a way to
go,’ he said.
Bob Rucker, SJSU radio and
televish m coordinator, whi.
teaches a minorities in the media
tile
worse, wondered where is
white crowds shouting "N() justh e.
no peace.
He said that after 3( years, the
verdict might actitalls mark "(la \
one" of "turning things atoundiii
the favor of mini it int, who have
never had the tippet hand.
"I thought ii sl II they’d conjurors
said
vict hif11,
were sending a messagu . Muir an American pet iple feel dies have
been oppressed In 1), )11( alltIll MAN’
for so long. that the% it taking this
opportunity to light hat k Ithey’re
telling police ’di it IA the buok,
e911,11%. ii rum the bt,,tid. oi don’t
(mini on anything from Lis. he
said.
"The irony is that Simpson was
never an ai iii st in the African American ( (mummify"
Rucker also said the verdict
could inadvertently (I() more to
hurt the affirmative at !ion movement in call forma than people
realize.
"Some pt.( iple are silting back
and saying ’those mini tities
they’re just getting to() titiii h of an
advantage.’ It could ar malls ( dust)
a retaliation," he said.
Lou Holscher, an administi anion
out alta
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There’s
beauty in
the patterns
of life.
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